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Introduction

A domain-specic language (DSL) is typically created to model a program family [1]. The commonalities found in the target program family suggest abstractions and notations that are domain specic. In contrast with general-purpose
languages (GPL), a DSL is readable for domain experts, often concise, and usually declarative. As an illustration, consider a program family aimed to communicate data in a distributed heterogeneous system. Such a layer is commonly
needed in a variety of distributed applications and relies on a mechanism like
the Sun Remote Procedure Call (RPC) [2]. The XDR layer of the Sun RPC
consists of marshaling and un-marshaling both arguments and returned value
to/from a machine-independent format. The program family, represented by all
the possible (un-)marshaling variations, has lead to the development of a DSL
that allows a programmer to concisely express the type of the remote procedure
arguments and returned value, and to obtain the corresponding marshaling layer
on both the client and server sides.
From a DSL viewpoint, generative programming [3] provides a variety of
approaches and techniques to produce and optimize a DSL implementation such
as the marshaling layer in the XDR case.
Section 2 discusses how generative tools can be used to compile DSL
programs into GPL programs, from a DSL interpreter. When compiled into a
GPL, a DSL program can be processed by existing generative tools for various purposes, including optimization, instrumentation and verication. In this
context, the generative tools are driven by domain-specic information that is
translated into dierent forms: declarations (Section 3), annotations (Section 4),
and meta-programs (Section 5). In essence, these forms enable a DSL to be
interfaced with existing generative tools.
Outline.
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High-Level Compilation

Some level of compilation can be achieved by specializing an interpreter with
respect to a DSL program. Traditionally, this approach has been used to generate
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compilers from denotational-style language denitions [4, 5]. This approach was
later promoted by Consel and Marlet in the context of DSLs, where the language
user base often forbids major compiler development. Furthermore, the high-level
nature of DSLs facilitates the introduction of optimizations.
An example of such a compilation strategy was used for a DSL, named PlanP, aimed to specify application-specic protocols (e.g., stream-specic degradation policies) to be deployed on programmable routers [6]. Program specialization was used at run time to achieve the eect of a Just In Time compiler,
by specializing the Plan-P interpreter with respect to a Plan-P program. The
resulting compiled programs ran up to 50 times faster than their interpreted
counterparts [6]. Importantly, such late compilation process enabled the safety
and security of programs to be checked at the source level by the programmable
routers, before being deployed. The use of specialization allowed to achieve late
compilation without requiring any specic development, besides writing the interpreter.
At a lower level, meta-programming provides an alternative approach to deriving a compiler from an interpreter [7, 8]. This approach involves a careful
annotation, and sometimes re-structuring, of the interpreter.
3

From a DSL Program to Declarations

A key feature of the DSL approach is to make domain-specic information an integral part of the programming paradigm. As such the programmer can be viewed
as being prompted by the language to provide domain-specic information. This
information may take the form of domain-specic types, syntactic constructs
and notations. This language enrichment over GPLs is typically geared towards
collecting sucient information to make some domain-specic properties decidable [9] and thus to enable domain-specic verications and optimizations. The
collection of information may be achieved by dedicated program analyses, which
are, by design of the DSL, simpler than the ones developed for GPLs.
Because the scope of computations to be expressed by a DSL is usually
narrow, GPL constructs and operations are restricted or excluded. Furthermore
this language narrowing may also be necessary to enable key properties to be
statically determined. In fact, a DSL is commonly both a restricted and an
enriched version of a GPL.
Once key properties are exhibited, the DSL program can be compiled into
a GPL program. To retain domain-specic information, the generated program
needs to be accompanied by some form of declarations specifying its properties.
Of course, the declarations are tailored to a set of verication and/or optimization tools.
In the XDR case, an XDR description often denes xed-size RPC arguments. When this description is compiled into GPL code, it can be accompanied
by declarations aimed to drive some transformation tool. This situation is illustrated by the XDR compiler that conventionally generates C code gluing calls to
a generic library. We have modied the XDR compiler to generate binding-time
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information about the RPC argument sizes, besides the marshaling code. As a
result, a declaration is attached to the marshaling code of each data item to
be transmitted. This declaration denes the size parameter as static, if it corresponds to a data item that has a xed size; it is dynamic otherwise1 . In this
work, the generated declarations are targeted for a program specializer for C,
named Tempo [10]. This tool performs a number of optimizations on both the
marshaling code and the generic XDR library, including the removal of buer
overow checks and the collapsing of function layers.
The XDR case is interesting because it demonstrates that, although a DSL
introduces a new programming paradigm, it can still converge with and re-use
GPL technology. Additionally, because GPL tools are often used in a narrow
context, the results may be more predictable. In the XDR case for instance,
since the compilation schemas, the XDR library, and the specialization contexts
are xed, specialization is fully predictable. This situation obviously does not
exist for an arbitrary program with an arbitrary specialization context.
Aspect-oriented declarations could also be generated from a DSL program.
For example, one could imagine adding a data compression phase to marshaling
methods when invoked with data greater than a given size. In this case, the
pointcut language has to be expressive enough to enable any program point of
interest to be used to insert the compression phase. Alternatively, annotations
can be directly injected in the generated program.
4

From a DSL Program to Annotations

Instead of generating a GPL program together with declarations, annotations
can be directly inserted into the generated program. This strategy allows information to be accurately placed in the program. Like declarations, these annotations are geared towards specic tools. They can either be processed at compile
time or run time.
At compile time, annotations can be used to guide the compilation process
towards improving code quality or code safety. In the XDR case, for example,
one could imagine a library where there would be two sets of buer operations,
with or without overow checks. The selection of an operation would depend on
annotations inserted in the program.
At run time, annotations can trigger specic actions upon run-time values.
For instance, a data of an unknown size could be tested before being transmitted
and be compressed if it is larger than a given threshold.
5

From a DSL Program to Meta-programming

A DSL program can also benet from meta-programming technology. In this
context, the compilation of a DSL program produces a code transformer and
1

Note that these declarations go beyond data sizes. A detailed description of the
language of specialization declarations and its application to the XDR example can
be found elsewhere [10, 11].
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code fragments. For example, in a multi-stage language like MetaOCaml [7], the
code transformer consists of language extensions that enable to concisely express
program transformations.
In the XDR case, multi-stage programming would amount to generate code
that expects some data size and produces code optimized for that size. Like
program specialization, multi-stage programming corresponds to GPL tools that
are directly used by a programmer. In the context of DSLs, these tools can
implement a specic phase of an application generator.
6

Conclusion

We examined generative programming approaches and techniques from a DSL
viewpoint. We showed that a DSL can make use of these approaches and techniques in very eective ways. In essence, the DSL approach exposes information
about programs that can be mapped into the realm of generative programming
and be translated into declarations or annotations, which would normally be
provided by a programmer. This situation illustrates the high-level nature of the
DSL approach.
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